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treated  of later,  it has seemed   that  an  effect   might  be
produced by mere iteration.
The word mutual requires caution. As with individual,
any one who is not prepared to clear his ideas upon its
meaning will do well to avoid it; it is a very telltale word,
readily convicting the unwary, and on the other hand it may
quite easily be done without. Every one knows by now that
our mutual friend is a solecism. Mutual implies an action
or relation between two or more persons or things, A doing
or standing to B as B does or stands to A. Let A and B be
the persons indicated by our, C && friend. No such reciprocal
relation is here implied between A and B (who for all we
know may be enemies), but only a separate, though similar
relation between each of them and C. There is no such
thing as a mutual friend in the singular; but the phrase
mutual friends may without nonsense be used to describe
either A and C, B and C, or, if A and B happen to be also
friends, A and B and C. Our mutual friend is nonsense;,
mutual friends> though not nonsense, is bad English, because
it is tautological. It takes two to make a friendship, as to
make a quarrel; and therefore all friends are mutual friends,
and friends alone means as much as mutual friends, Mtitual
vuellwishers on the other hand is good English as well as
good sense, because it is possible for me to be a man's well-
wisher though he hates me. Mutual love, understanding,
insurance, benefitsa dislike, mutual benefactors, backbiters,
abettors, may all be correct, though they are also sometimes
used incorrectly, like our mzitual friend, where the right word
would be common.
Further, it is to be carefully observed that the word mutual
is an equivalent in meaning, and sometimes a convenient one
for grammatical reasons, of the pronoun each other with
various prepositions. To use it as well as each other is even
more clearly tautological than the already mentioned mutual
friendship.

